LCT-EF258 with S17I Mutation in DprA Exhibits Horizontal Gene Transfer Deficiency After Spaceflight.
BACKGROUND: Space is a special environment in which microgravity and cosmic rays are the primary factors that induce gene mutations of microorganisms. In our previous studies, a single point mutation in the gene dprA was found in an Enterococcus faecium strain of LCT-EF258 after spaceflight. DNA processing protein A (DprA) plays a prominent role in the horizontal transfer of genes among bacteria (such as Streptococcus pneumoniae, Helicobacter pylori, Bacillus subtilis, and Rhodobacter capsulatus). However, the function of DprA in E. faecium remains unknown. Furthermore, E. faecium could acquire antibiotic resistance through the horizontal transfer of antibiotic resistance genes, but it is unclear whether dprA mutants could affect this process in E. faecium.METHODS: In this study, we constructed a plasmid containing the vancomycin resistance gene vanA and then transferred the gene vanA into the dprA-mutant strain LCT-EF258 and the control strain LCT-EF90 using the electroporation technique. We then used Discovery StudioTM software to construct the 3D protein structure.RESULTS: The results showed that the horizontal transfer efficiency of the vancomycin resistance gene vanA in the dprA-mutant E. faecium decreased. And the hydrophobic core of the mutant DprA became stable and the binding affinity between the mutant DprA and ssDNA reduced.DISCUSSION: This study is an exploration of bacterial gene mutation after spaceflight. The dprA mutant could affect the ability of E. faecium to acquire exogenous resistance gene vanA, which offered us an interesting path to block the dissemination of resistance genes between strains.Yu Y, Chang D, Guo Q, Wang J, Liu C. LCT-EF258 with S171 mutation in DprA exhibits horizontal gene transfer deficiency after spaceflight. Aerosp Med Hum Perform. 2019; 90(2):116-122.